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Wiliam slowly got up, the blood scabs on his body made a slight “choking” sound, all cracked and
scattered on the ground.
He first carefully felt the changes in his body.
On the first day, he obviously felt the weight of his body, and the rate of cell regeneration was very
slow.
But as of today, Wiliam has felt something different.
The body’s resilience has some adaptability under constant pressure.
I believe that after a period of tempering, there will always be qualitative changes.
After Wiliam felt the changes in his body, he moved in one direction.
In that direction, there is a small wooden bookcase.
There are a few books on the bookcase.
For the entire seventh floor, there is only this book that doesn’t seem too thick.
Wiliam picked up a copy casually, flipped through a few pages, and felt a surprise in his heart.
It turned out to be a book explaining the origin of this outer world and the customs of the people.
According to Wiliam’s IQ, it only took him half an hour to read it all.
It turns out that this whole world is three thousand great worlds.
The dunya where Wiliam lived before was called the Anaconda Continent here.
Instead, it is this outer world, called the common people’s territory.
When he saw this, Wiliam felt a slight wave of waves in his heart.
A sacred python sky separates the two worlds.
Wiliam originally thought that the world he was in before was more suitable for common people.
I don’t think it’s the world where the warriors are rampant, which is the place of common people.
In other words, there are gods above the common people.

There must be more terrifying places than the common people’s territory.
And seeing the back, Wiliam really saw it.
Great Desolate Ancient Realm!
The end of this world is a place called the Great Desolate Ancient Realm.
According to the records in the book, people in the Great Desolate and Ancient Realm have boundless
fortunes and have the ability to move mountains and fill the sea!
It is extremely shocking.
And the passage leading to the Great Desolate Ancient Realm is in the center of this common people’s
territory.
Take a moon water flower mirror as a medium.
So far!
The Anaconda Continent, Common People’s Realm, and the Great Desolate Ancient Realm formed
these three thousand great worlds.
The various supernatural powers depicted in the Great Desolate Ancient Realm fascinated Wiliamxin.
However, he also knew that his current strength was not up to that level, so he quickly discarded these
conjectures.
Wiliam picked up the second book, which also gave Wiliam a big surprise.
This book actually records some practice rules.
Wiliam quickly finished reading it, slowly digesting it in his heart.
According to the records in the book, people who practice martial arts go from external energy and
internal energy to Huajin, half-step congenital and congenital secrets.
Wiliam had known this for a long time.
And Wiliam always wanted to figure out what kind of mighty power there is above the innate.
This book told Wiliam.
Above the innate is a level where martial arts practitioners have completely transformed.
Call it a fairy!
And seeking immortality is roughly divided into seven realms.
The first state is Nirvana.

Nirvana is to further improve and transform on the basis of body tempering, blood refining and bone
forging, open spiritual roots, inhale the vitality of heaven and earth, and achieve the effect of Nirvana
in the body.
The second state is to build a state of mind.
Build your mind for longevity, return your youthful looks, open your mind, see through your spirits,
and achieve the foundation-building effect.
The third realm, Feiyun realm.
Flying freely in the flying cloud realm, soaring through the clouds and driving the fog, builds a golden
pill.
The fourth realm, Tianyang realm.
It’s not a problem to practice the Yuan Ying in the Tianyang realm, and wander the heaven and the
earth.
The fifth realm, the realm of universe.
The thunder of the universe realm is furious, moving the universe, moving the mountains and the sea,
and making all kinds of good fortune.
The sixth realm, no phase realm.
The Wuxiangjing God is both psychic, indeterminate in color and form, and transforms the mechanism
into manifestation.
The seventh realm, Taixu realm.
The spiritual body of the Taixu realm is unified, and the void is broken, and the Tao is immortal.
Regarding the Seven Realms of Seeking Immortals, although the book is very detailed, but Wiliam’s
current realm is still relatively low, and some describe that he still can’t fully grasp it.
So Wiliam could only forcibly keep this knowledge in his mind.
And this Seven Realms of Seeking Immortals also explained Wiliam’s long-standing confusion.
Why do people who practice martial arts have two weird realms, half-step innate and innate secret
realm.
It turns out that these two realms are to prepare the foundation for stepping into the Seven Realms of
Qiuxian.
Combined with the three thousand world interpretations that he had read before, Wiliam had a vague
understanding of the terrestrial strengths of all parties in the common people’s territory.
There are nine sects, six laws and three heavens in the common people’s territory.
Most of the land areas where Nine Sects are located are warriors of half-step innate and innate realm.

The land areas where the Six Laws are located are mostly warriors in the Innate Realm and Nirvana
Realm, and of course there are also a small number of those who have built a strong state of mind.
Most of the land areas where the three top heavens are located are strong in the mind-building state,
the flying cloud state, and the sky sun state.
And the most core place, where there is a moon water flower mirror, there are martial artists living in
Tianyang, Qiankun, and Wuxiang, but there are very few martial artists in Taixu realm.
After roughly digesting these contents, Wiliam picked up another book and smiled.
The name of this book is “A Strange Talk on Fragrant Flowers and Blood”.
It records the secrets of fragrant flowers and blood that are not well known.
This is exactly what Wiliam wanted to see.
After reading it, it really recorded some contents of the mysterious forbidden area that Xianghualixue.
The forbidden place where the fragrant flowers are drained of blood is called Taohua Wanzhangyuan.
Wanzhangyuan is full of peach blossoms, undefeated in all seasons.
The reason why it is called a forbidden place is because there is a person living in it.
In other words, it cannot be called a person.
Sleeping inside is the grandmother who has been enshrined for generations with fragrant flowers and
blood.
A banshee named Peach Lady.
This was the first time Wiliam saw a record of a demon.
Wiliam had only seen some ancient beasts before.
Even if the ancient beasts can be clear-minded and not weaker than humans, they are not transformed
into human forms.
And in this Wanzhangyuan, such a banshee that has turned into a human form is indeed asleep.
Peach Lady.
According to records, Lady Peach has slept here for thousands of years.
And Xianghua Lixue guarded Lady Peach Blossom for generations, and no outsiders were allowed to
enter and disturb her without permission.
But this is only a record. Even Wen Renqing, who is the eldest princess, doesn’t know the secrets.
Wiliam couldn’t help thinking, Grandpa should have gone to Taohua Wanzhangyuan, and did he see the
Taohua Lady?

What will Grandpa leave behind in Taohua Wanzhangyuan?
Wiliam couldn’t wait to go to Taohua Wanzhangyuan to find out.
Looking at these contents, Wiliam had rested for nearly two hours.
He put down his books and began to adjust his breath slowly.
Prepare for a new round of stress resistance.
What Wiliam didn’t know was that the entrance of Luo Tian Mikong was already overcrowded at this
moment.
Everyone looked at the colorful stone at the entrance, all dumbfounded!
A loud and unbelievable voice blasted in everyone’s ears!
“What! That kid stayed in there for six days and didn’t come out! It’s impossible! Li Nianyi! You dog,
don’t report to me soon! Get out! I want to go down and see what this kid is doing. What the hell!”
Everyone gave way. The speaker was shocked and infinitely angry elder, Wenren Tianqing!

